
Astr 102: Introduction to Astronomy
Fall Quarter 2009, University of Washington, Željko Ivezić

Lecture 13:

Our galaxy, the Milky Way
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Outline

• Spatial distribution of stars: disk, halo, bulge

• Interstellar medium: gas and dust

• Stellar kinematics: rotation vs. random motions

• Black hole in the center: kinematic evidence

Good Milky Way sites:

http://seds.lpl.arizona.edu/messier/more/mw.html

http://www.space.com/milkyway
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Introduction
• Top left: 30◦ by 10◦ (optical)

view towards the Galactic cen-

ter (from Axel Mellinger)

• Middle left: The all-sky view

by the Infrared Astronomical

Satellite

• Bottom left: a spiral galaxy

(NGC 7331) similar to the

Milky Way

• Conclusion: the density of stars

on the sky varies greatly be-

cause we are observing from in-

side a disk of stars

• We live in a a spiral galaxy the

same conclusion supported by

the motions of stars and the

presence of abundant interstel-

lar medium (more later)
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Halo Substructure

• The table on the previous page is wrong:

most recent data clearly show that halo

has rich substructure

• Top right: the counts of SDSS stars

color-coded by distance (red: ∼10 kpc,

blue: several kpc) from Belokurov et al.

(2007)

• Bottom left: the distribution of distant

SDSS RR Lyrae stars (Sesar et al. 2009)
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Revised Spiral Arms
• The stellar bar was dis-

covered in 1990s based on

IRAS data

• It was believed that the

Galaxy has four spiral arms:

the Scutum-Centaurus,

Perseus, Sagittarius and

Norma

• The stellar counts from

Spitzer galactic plane sur-

vey (Benjamin et al. 2008)

strongly suggest that there

are only two major arms,

the Scutum-Centaurus and

Perseus arms, as is com-

mon for barred galaxies
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Dissecting the Milky Way with SDSS
• Panoramic view of the Milky Way, akin to

observations of external galaxies; good sup-

port for standard Galactic models

• Metallicity mapping (age is traced by chem-

ical composition) supports components in-

ferred from number counts mapping:
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Dissecting the Milky Way with SDSS
• Panoramic view of the Milky Way, akin to

observations of external galaxies; good sup-

port for standard Galactic models

• Metallicity mapping supports components

inferred from number counts mapping

• Kinematics correlated with metallicity:

high-metallicity (disk) stars rotate, low-

metallicity (halo) stars on random highly

eccentric orbits
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Kinematics
• Stars move in a gravitational poten-

tial produced by all stars and dark

matter

• Two types of motion: disk stars ro-

tate around the center, while halo

stars are on randomly distributed el-

liptical orbits

• The motion of stars was set during

the formation period

• The details are governed by the laws

of physics: conservation of energy

and conservation of angular mo-

mentum!

• As the cloud collapses, its rotation

speed must increase. As it spins

faster, it must flatten.
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Black Hole in the Galactic
Center

• Stars move in a gravitational potential:

the Galactic center is sufficiently close

(“only” 25,000 light years) that we can

trace the orbits of individual stars!

• Observations: a large mass (a few 106

M�) confined to small space (0.1-0.2

AU) is required to explain about ∼30

observed orbits
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The Milky Way: Summary
Stars: Disk, Bulge and Halo

ISM: gas and dust

Halo: old stars with random orbits

Disk: young rotating stars

Black hole in the center!
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